Abstract. We show how we can globally edit images using textual instructions: given a source image and a textual instruction for the edit, generate a new image transformed under this instruction. To tackle this novel problem, we develop three different trainable models based on RNN and Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). The models (bucket, filter bank, and end-to-end) differ in how much expert knowledge is encoded, with the most general version being purely end-toend. To train these systems, we use Amazon Mechanical Turk to collect textual descriptions for around 2000 image pairs sampled from several datasets. Experimental results evaluated on our dataset validate our approaches. In addition, given that the filter bank model is a good compromise between generality and performance, we investigate it further by replacing RNN with Graph RNN, and show that Graph RNN improves performance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first computational photography work on global image editing that is purely based on free-form textual instructions.
Introduction
Consumers are increasing relying on portable embedded devices such as smartphones and tablets for their everyday activities. These devices tend to have small form factors that preclude fine-grain spatial control using the display. Adding voice-based instruction (systems such as Siri, Cortana, and Alexa) significantly enhances the capabilities of such devices. An application that would significantly benefit is photo editing.
With few exceptions, interactive photo editing systems are primarily manual and often require significant display real estate for the controls. To allow a photo editing system to be voice-controlled, the mapping of voice to text to invocation of image operations requires domain-specific conversion of text to APIs. One solution is to handcraft this conversion by manually defining rules for editing effects (as was done in [1] ). However, this approach is hard to scale. ¶ Jason D. Williams Sing Bing Kang * * Fig. 1 : Overview of our system. The inputs are an image and textual command, with the output being the result of applying the command to the input image. In this paper, we demonstrate global image editing through text, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Compared to other work [2, 1] , our system is end-to-end trainable and easier to extend, since it does not require significant handcrafting of rules. We designed three different models based on Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [3] . Our main contributions are:
-We believe our work is the first to tackle the general image editing problem under free-form text descriptions. -We collected a database of image transformation pairs and their corresponding textual descriptions. -We designed three different models: handcrafted bucket-based model, pure endto-end model, and filter bank based model. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approaches. -We are the first method to apply graph RNN to text-image synthesis and demonstrate its effectiveness. In our work, we limit image editing to global transforms 1 .
Related work
In this section, we briefly describe two voice-assisted systems, namely, PixelTone [1] for image editing, and Image Spirit [2] for refining a parsed image. We also survey representative approaches for automatic image editing (specifically, image enhancement and style transfer), joint image-language analysis, and techniques that use attention or graph RNN.
PixelTone and Image Spirit. From application side, PixelTone [1] is the system most related to ours. It allows the user to edit the image through the voice command such as "change the t-shirt to blue", after the t-shirt region is tagged. The system contains a speech recognition engine, a text analysis module, and an execution module. After converting the user's voice command to text, the text analysis module produces the atomic operation which can be run by the execution module. The text analysis module is based on predefined rules and NLP techniques such as tokenization and part of speech tagging. One limitation is that the predefined rules are manually constructed. Image Spirit [2] is a system that parses an image into regions with semantic labels, and allows the user to verbally refine the result. Typical verbal commands include correcting an object label and refining a specific label. Based on the initial image parsing result, Image Spirit updates the local relationship between different objects in an MRF [4] in response to the utterance input, resulting in the enhanced result. As with PixelTone, the commands are also predefined, and the scenario of refining the image parsing result is different from our image editing scenario.
Unlike PixelTone and Image Spirit, our approach does not rely on pre-define commands or rules, rather, it learns an end-to-end model which takes arbitrary text and learns corresponding transformations, based on a corpus.
Image Manipulation with Language. Concurrent with our work, there are several techniques that address end-to-end trainable model for image manipulation with language [5, 6, 7] . Chen et al. [5] developed attentive models capable of combining text and image to produce a new image. To extract meaningful information from text, they use the attention mechanism [8] . They demonstrate two editing tasks of image segmentation and colorization with natural language; different losses are used for training the different tasks. The work of Seitaro et al. [6] is similar to Chen et al. [5] , but they only consider MNIST dataset with instructions related to position moving such as "moving 6 to the bottom." By creating the artificial dataset, they explored what the model can learn; as a side effect, training on an artificial dataset limits practicality.
By comparison, our model focuses on general textual instructions, which makes it extensible to different kinds of instructions. Further, instead of using attention mechanism [8, 5] , we use graph RNN [9] . Finally, our model is trained on real dataset collected from Amazon Mechanical Turk.
Automatic Image Editing: Enhancement and Style Transfer. There are a number of approaches for automatic image enhancement. Machine learning techniques have been used to train on original-enhanced image pair databases for enhancing images [10, 11, 12, 13] . The approach of [14] is based on a trained deep neural network to predict the enhanced image. Another form of image editing is style transfer (exemplified by [15, 16, 17, 18] ). Here, given one image and reference image, the goal is to generate the new image according to the reference image's style. The mapping is purely image-based. Unlike our work, all these techniques do not act on a textual description. ¶ Jason D. Williams Sing Bing Kang * * Joint Image and Language Analysis. A significant amount of work has been done on joint image-language analysis. Topics in this space include image caption generation [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] , video story telling [24, 25] , visual question answering [26, 27, 28, 29] , image retrieval under natural language [30] , object retrieval under language [31, 32, 7] , image synthesis from text [33, 34, 35, 36] and referring expression generation [37, 38, 39] .
The topics of image retrieval under natural language, object retrieval, image synthesis from text, and referring expression generation are most relevant to our work. Ulyanov et al. [30] use natural language to guide image retrieval; image-text correspondence is used to find a common embedding space. There are techniques that, given text and image, localize a target object as a bounding box [31, 32] or segment [7] within the image. The work of Mirza and Osindero [37] addresses the problem of referring expression generation, i.e., given image and a bounding box, generate the expression that can describe it. The techniques of [39] and [38] generalize this problem in the context of reinforcement learning.
Given image objects and text, the approaches of [40] and [41] find the alignment between them. Kong et al. [42] find the alignment between text and RGB-D image, and use the text description to guide 3D semantic parsing. They show that image information helps to improve the language analysis result.
In [33, 34] , the output image is synthesized from noise vector and text description, but in our work, we begin from the original image and try to transform the image under text description. The technique of [33] generates a fixed size image while our output image size depends on the input size, which complicates the image generation problem. Additionally, we rely on basic image concepts such as saturation and brightness while the techniques of [33, 34, 35] analyzes image content (with only image concept involved being color).
In summary, all these techniques that focus on joint image-language analysis are not designed to transform the image using text. However, if we were to transform the image locally, as in "change the color of the dog on right to white", we would need to first localize the dog before applying the color change. Here, techniques such as [31, 32, 7] would be good candidate components to add to our system. Attention and graph RNN. Attention has been used in various joint image and text problems, and generally there are two different attention mechanism: attention between different tokens in text [5] , and attention between tokens in text and pixels in image [22, 35] .
Graph RNN is first used for cross-sentence N -ary relation extraction [9] , and it subsumes plain&tree RNN [43] . Briefly, a graph RNN generalizes a linear-chain RNN by incorporating arbitrary long-ranged dependencies besides word adjacency. A word might have precedents other than the prior word, and its LSTM unit is expanded to include one forget gate for each precedent. For efficient training, a graph is decomposed into a forward pass and a backward pass, each consisting of edges pointing forward and backward, respectively. Backpropagation is then conducted on these two directed acyclic graphs, similarly to BiLSTM. (If a graph LSTM contains no edges other than word adjacency, it reduces to BiLSTM.) Additional dependencies include syntactic dependencies, discourse relations, coreference, and connections between roots of adjacent sentences [9] .
In our work, we handle only global editing; given our limited training data, how to extract meaningful semantics from text is crucial. As such, graph RNN might be a more natural choice than attention since they can utilize graph structure provided by parser [44] . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that graph structured RNN is used in a joint text and image analysis problem.
Model
Our goal is to use text and an image as input and generate a new image globally transformed under the text description. This problem is well-suited to the adversarial framework provided by Generative Adversarial Network [3, 45] . The GAN objective function is a min-max problem, which is typically optimized in an alternating manner:
where D θ D is the discriminator with parameter θ D and G θ G is the generator with parameter θ G . The generator tries to confuse the discriminator while the discriminator differentiates between samples from true data distribution p data and samples from the generator given noise data distribution p z (z).
In our work, the image transformation is achieved by the generator, which consists of an encoder-decoder architecture and a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). As for the discriminator, p z (z) is the original image while p data is the corresponding edited image. The system is depicted in Figure 2 .
We design three models, and each model handles the text information differently:
1. Hand-crafted bucket-based model, where similar image transformations are grouped prior to training as buckets. Each bucket has its own encoder-decoder architecture. 2. End-to-end model, with a single encoder-decoder architecture to handle the image and an RNN to handle text. 3. Filter-bank model, where transformations are specified as trained convolution filters.
All these models have exactly the same discriminator, and they only differ in the generator.
Discriminator
We describe the discriminator first since it is same for all three models. We consider the conditional GAN (c-GAN) [45] where the loss is also conditioned on the input image. However, compared with [45] , our discriminator also need to be text aware because the image is enhanced under the corresponding text description.
Our discriminator uses four inputs: original image I input , ground truth image I gt or generated image I g , and the corresponding text T des . As with [33] , for each image pair, we also consider sampling random texts (see in supplementary) to make the discriminator more text-aware. ¶ Jason D. Williams Sing Bing Kang * * Let h(x) be an encoding function (e.g., an RNN) which can encode text x into a vector. We first encode the text and down-sample the image before we depth-concatenate I input , I g , and h(T des ), then we feed the resulting vector to the discriminator with a negative label. In contrast, we feed the triple I input , I gt and h(T des ) to the discriminator with a positive label.
Additionally, the triple I input , I gt and h(T random ) and I input , I g and h(T random ) are treated as negative instances. The discriminator loss is just summed over all instances. The discriminator architecture is depicted in Figure 3 . It is has fewer layers, and each layer contains convolution, instance normalization [46] , and activation function. Compared with [33] , we use the sampled text in the context of c-GAN while [33] use the sampled text in basic GAN. More details on the discriminator are provided in the supplementary file.
Generators
All three generators take an image and text as input and generate a corresponding transformed image. Before describing our three models, we define the loss function. Given original image I input , generated image I g and ground truth I gt , we use the following losses to train the generator: -Content loss:
where W , H, and C are the image width, image height, and channel number, respectively. l content measures l 1 loss of the generated and ground truth images. -Adversarial loss:
where h(T des ) is defined in (6) . l adversarial comes from the discriminator; it measures the similarity of the generated image with respect to the ground truth, conditioned on the input image. By minimizing it, the generator tries to fool the discriminator. -Perceptual loss:
where
is the feature after RELU activation function [47] in ith layer in VGG-19 network for image I, and L is the length of the concatenated feature. As with [48, 49] , we use the pre-trained VGG-19 network [50] to extract the high-level visual feature.
The final loss for the generator is a weighted combination of those three losses:
where α = 1 and β = 0.02 based on tuning the validation set. ¶ Jason D. Williams Sing Bing Kang * * Figure 5 .
Given some text, we train an RNN to generate a distribution over buckets, and the final generated image is a weighted linear combination of different buckets. Let In this model, each bucket has its own encoder-decoder architecture. The encoder is a down-sampling procedure which contains a series of conv-batch normalization [51, 46] Leaky ReLU units [47] . The decoder is similarly constructed, except in reverse order to constitute an up-sampling procedure. In our implementation, the down-sampling and up-sampling networks have the same depth, and optionally we can use skip connection [52] , i.e., we concatenate the ith layer in down-sampling network with the (N −i)th layer in up-sampling network.
To group the image, several methods can be used: surface form level word matching, cluster over word (sentence) embedding, or manually design the buckets. In our work, however, we manually designed the buckets based on the bigram distribution shown in the supplementary file. We have tried using automatic grouping methods, but they appear to be less effective.
End-to-End Model. The bucket model, while straightforward, requires some handcrafting of the buckets. Inspired by [33] , we also design an end-to-end model. We use another RNN (which is different from that used in the discriminator) to encode the text to a vector; this vector is then concatenated with the image vector. As with the bucket model, we also use the encoder-decoder framework to encode the image. The overall architecture of the end-to-end model is shown in Figure 4 .
Given an image I img , we first encode it through a deep convolution neural network as Encode(I img ), followed by a depth concatenation between this image vector and the text vector:
Subsequently, we feed h(T des , I img ) to the decoder.
Filter Bank
Model. An end-to-end model is conceptually elegant. However, making it work is difficult due to limited expressive power, especially if we consider that image transformations can be bidirectional. An example is with respect to brightness, where the user can specify to "increase the brightness" or "decrease the brightness". The bucket model is easy to understand, but it requires pre-designing the buckets; incorporating additional data will likely to require changes to the bucket design. Our third model, the filter bank model, is designed to combine the advantages of these two models. The architecture for the filter bank model is depicted in Figure 6 . ¶ Jason D. Williams Sing Bing Kang * * Given a description, an RNN is used to encode it and generate a distribution over different filters, which is conceptually the same as the bucket model. Each filter F k is a k×k×c in ×c out convolution filter, and the final image is a weighted linear combination of different images.
Given an image I img , to generate the enhanced image based on filter F k , we first use the encoder to encode the image as a hidden vector. We then convolve this hidden vector with filter F k , and the result is fed to the decoder. With K f filters, we have K f different images generated. (In our work, K f = 5.) For the kth filter, we have
The final output image I g is obtained using I g = k=K k=1 α k I k . This model is similar to that described in [53] , but there is a major difference: The model in [53] is used for style transfer and each filter corresponds to one pre-determined style. During training, each training instance contains an image pair and corresponding filter id, and it only optimizes the corresponding filter and the shared encoder-decoder parameter. By comparison, for our filter bank model, the filters are jointly trained automatically from image pairs and the model learns how to decompose the transformation automatically (the only manual step is specifying the number of filters).
Data Collection
To train our models, we need original-edited image pairs with associated text descriptions. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such existing dataset. The MIT-Adobe 5k dataset [10] consists of original-edited image pairs generated by five professional photographers, but it does not contain text that describe the image transformation (such as brightness change and color balance). For each image pair, the list of operations used to generate the edited image is given; an operation consists of a software editing command and its associated parameters. The fine granularity of information is not useful for associating general casual description of the image transformation with the originaledited image pair. Other publicly available text-image datasets such as MS-COCO [54] , ReferIt [55] , and Flickr30k Entities [56] contain text that describe the image content, but such text are not related to image editing or style. In addition, these datasets do not contain edited versions of the original.
As such, we ran a user study to collect our own dataset through Amazon Mechanical Turk. We use a random subset of the MIT-Adobe 5k dataset; for a given original-edited image pair, we ask the subject to type in a phrase to describe the image transformation. We also flip the order of the image pair to sample the reverse transformation.
Each task ("hit" in AMT parlance) involves describing transformations for 8 pairs. For each image pair, the subject was asked to rate the image transformation and describe the image operations that are applied to the original to produce the edited version.
Procuring reliable data from such a user study is difficult because most Turkers are not highly familiar with concepts of photography, and as such, have only rudimentary vocabularies to describe visual changes. Initially, to assist with the task, we provided several example image pairs with plausible responses as guidelines. This unfortunately resulted in subjects copying and pasting example responses regardless of relevance. Even if they do not copy and paste responses, many users are not familiar with imaging concepts and provided inappropriate text.
In response to these issues, we made the following changes: (1) disabled copy and paste, (2) added examples (with explanations) that would cause their work to be rejected, (3) added a qualification test to see if the subject understands color and contrast, and (4) used heuristics to manually filter out "bad" responses. The new data are significantly better than those obtained through the trial run. By disabling cut-and-paste, the responses are much more varied. By explaining why responses may be rejected and enforcing a qualification test, data noise is significantly reduced.
The interface with examples is shown in Figure 7 . (See in the supplementary file for additional examples, the qualification test, and task interface.) Once the data have been collected, we further manually check the response. We removed responses that are obviously inconsistent with the actual image operation, too generic (e.g., "beautify the image"), or are not descriptions (e.g., "the edited image need to be brighten" in response to the edited image being a darkened version of the original). Totally 370 responses are removed in this way, which count 15% of all the raw responses.
We end up with 1884 image pairs and annotations, with each image pair having on average 1.6 text annotations. 1378 image pairs are used for training, 252 for validation and 252 for test. These image pairs contain multiple image transformation directions, e.g., improving the color balance, increase/decrease the image brightness, increase/reduce the image saturation, deepen the colors and keep the image the same. For additional statistics on the collected data, see the supplementary file.
Implementation
We use Pytorch to implement our models. We tried two different versions of encoderdecoder: one is a typical encoder-decoder without skip connection, with the other with skip connection [52, 57] . We find the version with skip connection has better performance and faster training. We use Adam [58] as the optimizer, with the initial learning rate 0.001, and will half the learning rate if we don't observe the loss reduction on validation set.
Our RNN is one layer bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [59] with a hidden size of 128. The vocabulary size is around 4k and word embedding size is 200. We initialize the word embedding with the pre-trained Glove word embedding [60] .
For our bucket and filter bank models, due to memory constraints, we limit the numbers of buckets and filters to 5 each, i.e., K b = K f = 5. For our bucket model, we have K b encoder-decoder pairs without any shared parameters. As a result, the optimization process requires a large amount of memory; in addition, it is slow, especially during back propagation. To overcome this problem, we pre-train the K b independent encoder-decoder pairs separately and fix them when training the bucket model. Additionally, for the bucket model, after training, we compute two image outputs, one with the highest weight ("argmax", i.e., Bucket(a)) and another being a weighted average ("fusion", i.e., Bucket(f)).
On the other hand, the filter bank and end-to-end models are trained from scratch, since their memory requirements are not as severe and the training is faster. Specifically, bucket model, including the parallel pre-training for different buckets, totally takes 40 hours and needs 4 GPUs, while filter bank takes 25 hours and only need 1 GPU, and the end-to-end model only needs 20 hours and 1 GPU. More implementation details are given in the supplementary file.
Experimental Results
In this section, we first report results for automatic image enhancement (without text) as a sanity check. We then describe the results of a user study to evaluate the performance of our models in producing the edited image given an input image and text description. Finally, we show the effects of the trained filters from our filter bank model.
Automatic Image Enhancement
We first investigate the performance of c-GAN with encoder-decoder architecture in the context of automatic image enhancement, without any text used. We randomly selected 1200 image pairs (results from one expert) from MIT-Adobe fiveK and train the model; a representative result on the validation set is shown in Figure 9 . We quantitatively evaluate our automatic image enhancement performance. Table 1 lists the L2 error (in L*ab space) for our method. Even though the randomly selected dataset in [11] is not the same with ours 2 , but in general, we believe our results are representative. The results indicate that c-GAN with encoder-decoder as generator is suitable for our problem. 
Image Transformation from Text Description
Since there is no existing benchmark, we design a user study for such an evaluation. We are specifically interested in how well the edited image fit the text description given an input image, for all the models and ground truth 3 . We want to extract metrics that are both absolute (through standalone rating) and relative (pairwise comparison). One representative result is given in Figure 10 . Standalone rating: The subject is shown an original-edited image pair with text that describes the image transformation, and is asked to rate (on a scale of one to five stars) based on the instruction "how well does the edited image follow the instructions?". There are five different pair versions, with the original image the same throughout and the edited image from ground truth, bucket model (fusion and argmax), filter bank model, and end-to-end model, respectively. The order of appearance is randomized. Each subject is shown eight image pairs corresponding to two different original images. For this portion of the user study, each image pair get five ratings, and the rating for that pair is averaged.
Pairwise comparison:
The subject is shown two image pairs as well as the text description, and is asked to pick the pair that fits the text better. The same four versions are used. Each subject makes eight comparisons. We obtained responses from 120 subjects; the reward for each task or "hit" is US$0.20. (The user study interface is shown in the supplementary file.) Results of the user study are listed in Tables 2. Table 2 shows that the bucket model has the highest rating among all the three models. This is not surprising since the bucket model is customized, with the disadvantage of being less scalable. The filter bank model is next best with the end-to-end model being third. While the end-to-end model is the most conceptually elegant with the least amount of user specification, it has only one encoder-decoder, which limits its expressive power. It is less able to learn multiple directional transformations. While the filter bank model also has only one encoder-decoder, it has filters between them; the filters can be interpreted as a type of bucket model with shared encoder-decoder parameters among the buckets.
Compared with the ground truth, however, the differences are not significant. Please note that the ground truth version has a score of only 3.53; this may be due to most users being not familiar with image concepts. Figure 11 shows pairwise ratings between different models, which is consistent with Table 2 . ¶ Jason D. Williams Sing Bing Kang * * Table 8 lists the p-values between the scores of different models, where smaller pvalues implies larger difference between models 4 . Based on this table, the filter bank model is very close to the bucket model while the end-to-end model is less similar to the bucket model or filter bank model.
From the practical point of view, the filter bank model appears to be the best choice since the performance is good while not requiring much manual effort (apart from selecting the number of filters). Additionally, it requires less memory than the bucket model. For same encoder-decoder architecture with K b buckets, it only need 1/K b memory as that for the bucket model. In addition, the filter bank model does not require pre-training for different buckets, making it much more efficient. For the same amount of memory, the filter bank model can afford to incorporate more filters than there are buckets.
Effects of Automatically Trained Filters
A significant advantage of the filter bank model is that we do not need to manually design the filters. In this section, we show some results of applying the automatically trained filters. Interestingly, each filter appears to correspond to a specific transformation. For example, the filter F 1 corresponds to brightness reduction while filter F 2 corresponds to brightness increase. This is consistent with [53] , except that we do not explicitly specify each filter's function. Figure 12 shows images generated by different filters. 
Observations on Learned Transformation
Even though our models were trained on global tonal adjustments, they are able to learn local transformations. The RGB remapping distributions in Figure 13 for two representative images show that our transformation, unlike its counterpart for expert A in the MIT-Adobe 5k dataset, is local. This is evident from the significantly more spread out distributions; for our method, each RGB input is mapped to wider range of outputs compared with the expert A. This results demonstrate that our models learn much more complicated mapping other than a single global mapping. For the expert enhanced image (expert A in MITAdobe 5k dataset), the mappings are almost one-to-one (in blue), while those for our edited images (in red) are not, demonstrating our editing is local.
Using Graph RNN on Filter Bank Model
The filter bank model is a good compromise between manual effort and performance. To further investigate the influence of text encoding, we also replaced RNN with Graph RNN, more specifically, Graph GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit). The graph structure is obtained from [44] ; the last hidden state of graph RNN in both directions are used to represent the text. Please note that that conventional RNN is still used in the discriminator. Table 3 shows that Graph GRU performed better than plain GRU. One explanation is Graph GRU can utilize the dependency structures between different tokens and ignore the less important words in textual instructions. We also found that the Graph GRU is more effective when the text description is long and ambiguous. For more analysis with Graph RNN, see the supplementary file. We show how we train a system to globally edit an image given a general textual command. To this end, we propose three models (bucket, filter bank, and end-to-end), which have different requirements in terms of initialization, memory requirements, and amount of training. Given the lack of database on image pair with text descriptions, we collected one on our own. Experimental results validate our models, and we believe our work is the first to address the general computational photography application of editing images purely through textual description. One current limitation is we handle only editing based on global transformations (even the learned the transformation is local). To allow object-based editing, we would need to integrate object segmentation with a natural language module [7, 36] to our system or design a joint model which can simultaneously segment and transform [36] . At the same time, we found it's difficult to obtain large scale, while diverse enough data, one possible way to alleviate this issue is data augmentation [61] . Given the facts user usually prefer a series of simple, consecutive and coherent textual description, another interesting direction is to extend our work in chat environment [29, 62] . Finally, we can also investigate the multi-DSSM [63] loss in our model [35] . We leave the development of all these functionality for future work and we believe this will be an exciting and important research topic. ¶ Jason D. Williams Sing Bing Kang * *
